DINNING IN SAN JUAN

RESTAURANTS IN CONDADO

Mario Pagan Restaurant

Mario Pagan Restaurant offers Fine dining characterized for its ambiance and fusion of native ingredients by celebrity Chef Mario Pagan who has been invited to appear on the Food Network’s Next Iron Chef America Series. Chef Pagan is frequently invited by the renowned James Beard Foundation in New York City to cater functions. He describes his cuisine as Modern Caribbean by using the region’s freshest ingredients.

Restaurant Description: International/Caribbean

Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $90.00 - $145.00

Location: 1110 Magdalena Ave. Condado San Juan, Puerto Rico

Website: https://www.facebook.com/laurelkitchenartbar/

Cocina Abierta

The newest restaurant in Condado Area! They offer an interactive culinary environment. As the restaurant’s name Cocina Abierta (Open Kitchen) implies, the chef opens his doors to share his dishes thought the experiences of cultures and dishes around the world.

Restaurant Description: International

Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $90.00 - $145.00

Location: 58 Caribe Street San Juan, Puerto Rico

Website: www.cocinaabierta.net

PERLA

Perla is a luxury seafood restaurant serving refined contemporary American cuisine with gracious professional hospitality. The wine cellar contains 4000 bottles with over 1000 labels. We have an extensive selection of wines with 30 wines offered by the glass; all climate controlled in wine preservation displays. It is located in the dramatic shell surrounded by a reflecting pool. Designed by Jorge Rossello, the interior is elegantly appointed with luxurious furnishings and exotic materials. Eight hand blown Murano glass lamps illuminate the shell shaped ceiling.

Restaurant Description: Contemporary Seafood

Approximate Price per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $98.00 - 115.00

Location: 1077 Ashford Ave San Juan, Puerto Rico

Website: http://www.perlarestaurant.com/index.html

For additional information and reservations please contact to icann61@destinationpuertorico.com

NOTE: A restaurant reservation handling fee of $75 will apply for group bookings larger than 10 guests (4% tax and credit card handling not included)
Rediscover the pleasures of exquisite food and drink - the freshest, most flavorful ingredients expertly paired with the finest cocktails and wines. 1919 is passionately committed to offering up the freshest organic and local ingredients for each and every dish they create.

**Restaurant Description**: Organic

**Approximate Price per person for a three- four course dinner (including gratuity & tax)**: $115.00 – 130.00

**Location**: 1055 Ashford Ave San Juan, Puerto Rico

**Website**: [http://1919restaurant.com/](http://1919restaurant.com/)

---

**Sage Steak Loft**

The ultrachic new Sage, located in the first level of Olive Boutique Hotel, is already proving to be one of San Juan’s finest new restaurants. Chef Mario Pagán brings to Sage a creative flair and energy transforming a classic steakhouse into playful, relevant dishes. Local flavors like papaya and mango add zest to cuts, foie is served in sliders with guava ketchup, and bread comes with a pork crackling crust.

**Restaurant Description**: Steakhouse

**Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax)**: $55.00 - $90.00

**Location**: Olive Boutique Hotel Aguadilla St #55 Condado El Condado, United States

**Website**: [http://oliveboutiquehotel.com/sage-steak-loft](http://oliveboutiquehotel.com/sage-steak-loft)

---

**Oceano**

Oceano’s cuisine is fresh, creative and unique. Renowned for serving locally sourced ingredients and mouthwatering tropical accents, each bite melts in the mouth as easily as the sun melts on the horizon. The executive chef, Eric Gonzales, and team of well-experienced professionals are able to meet the discerning and luxurious tastes of any palate. The seafood-rich menu features delectable dishes, each coming with its own signature tropical accent. By combining unexpected flavors with a Caribbean flair, paired with a spectacular panoramic view of the ocean, sensual signature drinks and extensive wine list, Oceano’s menu offers unparalleled and memorable dining experience, matching your palate to the tropical breeze.

**Restaurant Description**: Caribbean / International

**Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax)**: $55.00 - $90.00 (Group Dinner are served buffet Style)

**Location**: 2 Vendig St. San Juan, Puerto Rico

**Website**: [http://oceanopr.com/](http://oceanopr.com/)

---

For additional information and reservations please contact to icann61@destinationpuertorico.com

**NOTE**: A restaurant reservation handling fee of $75 will apply for group bookings larger than 10 guests (4% tax and credit card handling not included)
**RESTAURANTS IN SANTURCE**

### Santaella

Steps from Santurce's Farmer's Market is 'La Placita' in San Juan, Puerto Rico. Chef Santaella transforms what used to be his catering workshop and a former hardware store into an architectural acclaimed space committed to offer a menu full of flavor using many local ingredients sourced fresh daily from 'La Placita'. The view of a tropical interior garden serves as the focal point of the main dining area and an abstract artistic wallpaper does the same at the bar area inspired by tropical plants. Santaella celebrates the roots of the island's comida criolla, and incorporates techniques, flavors and fusions from around the world into its food. Santaella will elevate and redefine your Puerto Rican dining experience.

**Restaurant Description:** Modern Puerto Rican

**Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax):** $90.00 - $145.00

**Location:** 219 Calle Canals, La Placita de Santurce, San Juan, PR 00907

**Website:** [www.josesantaella.com](http://www.josesantaella.com)

### La Casona

*From The San Juan Star Venue:*

Of all of the restaurants in San Juan, **La Casona** best exemplifies the comfortable ambiance of a gracious home... From first sight, the beautifully restored, old Spanish mansion promises comfort and coddling. There are outdoor gardens for cocktails; the wine cellar, and a brick oven...the only one in Puerto Rico. The restaurant's European decor - arched doorways are framed with dark wood moldings; curved dark-wood chairs are tapestry covered. Spanish plates are displayed on the walls - complements a bilingual menu, which is prepared by a kitchen staff of 10. Caamaño is the executive chef. He checks everything that comes out of the kitchen. His chefs are José Mosquera and Manuel González and the pastry chef is Hermenegild Pérez. He is responsible for creating all of the restaurant's homemade desserts.

**Restaurant Description:** Restored Spanish mansion with an underground wine cellar and a garden. International and Spanish Cuisine.

**Approximate Price per person for a three- four course dinner (including gratuity & tax):** $80.00 - $110.00

**Private Rooms:** Conde de Santurce 250; Flamboyán 100; Guacamayo 40; Los Jardines 35; La Fuente 12 -15; La Bodega (Cellar) 20; Main Salon 70; Interior Courtyard stand up cocktails.

**Location:** Calle San Jorge 609, San Juan, Puerto Rico

**Website:** [www.lacasonarest.com](http://www.lacasonarest.com)

For additional information and reservations please contact to icann61@destinationpuertorico.com

NOTE: A restaurant reservation handling fee of $75 will apply for group bookings larger than 10 guests (4% tax and credit card handling not included)
Asere

Asere is located since 2014 at the heart of iconic and cultural “Placita del Mercado” in Santurce, Puerto Rico. This is the most famous Farmers Market in the island and from where our chefs and bartenders search for daily goods for our menu. The two-story building receives you in a Cuban/Puerto Rican ambiance with a restaurant that honors Caribbean Cuisine at the first floor and a beautiful speakeasy bar at the second floor, with an exclusive terrace overlooking the “placita” and the action in the streets. “Asere” is a Cuban slang for “my friend”, so we welcome you with this friendly greeting to taste the best of our heritage. Order from traditional Cuban dishes such as Ropa Vieja (shredded flank steak) to fresh local lobster. Amuse yourself tasting our frog legs or go classic with our delicious codfish or red snapper with “boniato” (sweet potato).

Restaurant Description: Caribbean (Specialized in Cuban and Puerto Rican food)

Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $55.00 - $75.00

Location: 180 Calle Dos Hermanos San Juan, Puerto Rico

Website: http://aserecubanobar.com/

For additional information and reservations please contact icann61@destinationpuertorico.com

NOTE: A restaurant reservation handling fee of $75 will apply for group bookings larger than 10 guests (4% tax and credit card handling not included)
RESTAURANTS IN OLD SAN JUAN

Marmalade

Marmalade is at the vanguard of elegant and contemporary gastronomy in San Juan. Chef/Owner Peter Schintler has worked under six Master Chefs from France to Asia, including at Manhattan’s Le Cirque. In 2003 he was nominated as Asia’s rising star Chef of The Year as well as has the honor of Hotel Magazine and Villeroy and Boch naming his restaurant Blu as one of the ten best hotel restaurants in the world.

Restaurant Description: International

Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $80.00 - $145.00
Location: 317 Fortaleza Street, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Website: http://www.marmaladepr.com/

Toro Salao

Spanish style Tapas bar that is uber-chic. Red splashes mix up the black and white collage décor. Quaint sidewalk seating is available for outdoor dining and a private second floor let’s your guests feel chic VIP. House specialty is a refreshing Sangria and Cocos – a Spanish style pizza.

Restaurant Description: Spanish Tapas

Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $85.00 - $115.00
(Outside seating available!!)
Location: 367 Calle Tetuan, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Website: http://www.torosalaopr.com/

Trois Cent Onze

An elegant tropical place, Trois Cent Onze is French for its physical address. This French restaurant consists mainly of dishes from Southern France and the classic/modern decorated eatery boasts an extensive wine selection to please just about every palate.

Restaurant Description: French

Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax): $55.00 - $90.00
Location: #311 Fortaleza Street, San Juan, Puerto Rico
Website: http://311restaurantpr.com/

For additional information and reservations please contact to icann61@destinationpuertorico.com

NOTE: A restaurant reservation handling fee of $75 will apply for group bookings larger than 10 guests (4% tax and credit card handling not included)
**Carli’s Fine Bistro & Piano**

Elegantly nestled at the plaza level of the historic art deco Banco Popular building, Carli’s warm and artistic vibe will charm you while you savor exotic assortments of gourmet tapas and exquisite international entrees, or sip on your favorite martini from our classic bar in our main room or under the stars with a view of the San Juan Bay from our open terrace.

**Restaurant Description:** International, Tapas  
**Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax):** $55.00 - $90.00  
**Location:** 206 Calle de Tetuan San Juan, Puerto Rico  

**Princesa Gastrobar**

The first Gastrobar of Old San Juan specializes in RUMS of Puerto Rico. Offering Puerto Rican cuisine of the 19th Century with Caribbean & International Fusions. Surrounded with history, embraced with nature where creativity and gastronomy plot with our surroundings and flavors so you can fly through time, our history and feel the pride of our people.

**Restaurant description:** Puerto Rican Cuisine  
**Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax):** $55.00 - $90.00  
**Location:** Paseo La Princesa San Juan, Puerto Rico  
**Website:** [https://www.princesapr.com/](https://www.princesapr.com/)

**BARRACHINA**

Located in Old San Juan, just one block from La Fortaleza (the Governor’s Mansion) Barrachina restaurant has been catering to visitors for over 40 years in the old city. The surrounding beauty of a colonial building over two centuries old with an interior courtyard and magnificent tropical foliage is the birthplace and home of the world-famous piña colada, where don Ramon Portas Mingot first made the famous drink in 1963. A visit to San Juan is not complete without Barrachina.

**Restaurant Description:** Caribbean Cuisine  
**Price range per person for a three-course dinner (including gratuity & tax):** $55.00 - $90.00  
**Location:** 104 Fortaleza Street San Juan, Puerto Rico  
**Website:** [http://www.barrachina.com/](http://www.barrachina.com/)

---

For additional information and reservations please contact to [icann61@destinationpuertorico.com](mailto:icann61@destinationpuertorico.com)

NOTE: A restaurant reservation handling fee of $75 will apply for group bookings larger than 10 guests (4% tax and credit card handling not included)